This bulletin supercedes No. 438

**SIGNAL-STAT FLASHERS**

For Direction Signals Only

![Direction Signal Flasher](image)

Part No. 68543-61
Signal Stat N 221-6V
(Obsolete)

For Pursuit Lamp Only

![Pursuit Lamp Flasher](image)

Part No. 68542-61
Signal Stat F 421-6V

Part No. 68543-61A
Signal Stat 143
(New)

Signal-Stat flashers shown are used for flashing light applications on Harley-Davidson motorcycles.

Direction signal and pursuit lamp flashers must not be used interchangeably since each is designed to flash at correct rate only with specified lamp load.

**DIRECTION SIGNALS**

Flasher, Harley-Davidson Part No. 68543-61 has been replaced by 68543-61A. This is the correct flasher for 1962 and earlier Harley-Davidson direction signals. Disregard the 12 volt marking on flasher. The new flasher should be used for direction signal lamp installations only. These use 21 candlepower front and rear signal lamps, Part No. 68572-50, and 1 candlepower pilot lamps, Part No. 71090-47.

With this flasher, if any of the signal lamp bulbs do not operate because of burnout, etc., pilot lamp in same circuit with defective bulb will remain on.

**PURSUIT LAMPS**

Flasher, Harley-Davidson Part No. 68542-61, should be used for pursuit lamps or other flashing lamp installations which use either one or two 32 candlepower lamps, Part No. 68715-49.

**NOTE**

Connect terminals of both type flashers correctly as shown in applicable wiring diagrams. Connect hot wire to flasher "X" terminal and switch wire to flasher "L" terminal. "P" terminal on pursuit lamp flasher is not used. New direction signal flasher has no "P" terminal.
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